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Faculty discusses evaluations
By Diane Barron
Staff Reporter

Elizabeth Neidecker

Many members of the faculty think an
educator's role is to instruct in the most
effective way possible.
Others think effective teaching must
be supplemented with ample research
and publication.
Almost all instructors interviewed by
the News yesterday agreed educators
shouldn't be evaluated strictly by the
quantity of material they have had
published, but several can think of no
other criteria which could be used for
evaluation.
Joseph Scott, instructor of German
and Russian, believes there are three
kinds of instructors, those who are ex-

cellent teachers who are neither includined or able to publish, those who are
not good teachers, but can publish easily,
and those who are both good teachers and
good publishers. He thinks all three
should be rewarded and have a place at
the University.
Dr. Allen White, instructor in speech,
said, "I have to agree with Dr. Rock's
statement in the B-G News that a man
must be evaluated by the amount of
material he has had published, sad
though it may be."
"There's just no other way to evaluate
them," he added. "The department
chairmen just don't have time to sit in on
all the classes."
Dr. Harry Gyman, assistant professor

of sociology, thinks it is necessary to
publish because it's part of one's
professional development. However, Dr.
Gyman doesn't agree with its emphasis
when professors are evaluated.
"I object to using publication as a
counting device for promotion," he said.
"I don't like using it as a convenience.
Miss Elizabeth Neidecker, associate
professor of speech, thinks the demonstration of abilities is an important part
of teaching.
"Anyone in a university has to be a
good teacher and part of this teaching is
by demonstration of what they can do,"
she stated.
Mustafa Magi, instructor of sociology,
feels a good teacher has to also be a good

researcher in order to keep up to date in
his field.
BGSU is not geared entirely to
research, according to Dr. Warren
Wolfe, chairman of the romance
languages department.
"I don't think the emphasis on
publication is that strong," he said. "The
main objective of a professor should be
his work as a teacher," added Dr. Wolfe.
Dr. William York, professor and
chairman of the Education department
agrees and does not see BGSU as a
publish or perish institution.
"The education department has
special circumstances," he said. "We
place value on special project kinds of
activities which are weighted when we
evaluate professors for promotion.
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Council rejects
nomination
WASHINGTON (AP)--The
Democratic Policy Council, in a
catalogue of election-year issues, urged
yesterday that the Senate reject the
nomination of G. Harrold Car swell to the
Supreme Court, and said Congress
should block expansion of the Safeguard
antiballistic missile system.
Its 33-page policy statement
challenged the Republican administration on issues ranging from
inflation to the environment to foreign
affairs to crime control.
Former Vice President Hubert H.
Humphrey, the council chairman, said
its findings, which amount to a mid-term
platform, would be distributed to
Democratic officials, office holders and
party members across the nation.
He acknowledged that council
declarations do not necessarily reflect
the views of Democrats in Congress,
where the party is in charge.
The Democratic council sharply
criticized administration performance in
the civil rights field, and complained of
"the nomination to the Supreme Court of
two justices who, at best, have demonstrated no understanding of the nation's
commitment to full racial justice."
"We believe that the Haynsworth and
Carswell nominations to the Supreme
Court should not have been made, and we
urge the Senate to reject Judge Carswell
as It did Judge Haynsworth," the council
said.
The Democrats termed risky and
unnecessary the Safeguard expansion
proposed by President Nixon.
Actually, the kind of area missile
defense now advocated by Nixon was
I first proposed when Lyndon B. Johnson
was president, and Humphrey was vice
president

a group of conspirators "to overthrow
our educational system."
He said the recent murder of a coed
near the University of Akron, and the
harboring of 13-and 14-year-old girls In
hippie pads near Ohio State University
brought the matter into focus.
"Campus fringe areas have become
new centers of crime," Rhodes said.
He said law enforcement officers
attending this session agreed to join
crackdowns on narcotics and other
illegal activities going on near universities.
Rhodes said efforts would also be
made to protect citizens from violence
and rapes that have been rapidly increasing in campus areas.
Intelligence reports have shown that
the protest demonstrators are the same
people who move about from town to
town with "a different flag, a different
placard," Rhodes said.
"They're organized," he said, "and
they move from campus to campus."
After the announcement about the
campus crime crackdown, newsmen
switched the topic of the conference to
politics, asking the governor about his
refusal to debate Rep. Robert Taft Jr.,
his opponent for the U.S. Senate.
Rhodes said the indecision of Taft for
the Republican nomination has
destroyed any value of debates in their
campaign.
He said he will not let his opponent run
his campaign, but said he would answer
any questions Taft wants to ask.
Rhodes said he agreed to the debates
Nov. 22 but that Taft, in the next eight
weeks, attempted to set up the format.
"I wanted a true debate," Rhodes
said. "His indecision has destroyed the
value of debate in this campaign."
"Mr. Taft," Rhodes added, "is not
running my campaign."
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stirs emotions
in all quarters

-Anociaf«d Pratt Wlr*pheto

DURING A PRESS CONFERENCE last week,
Gov. James A. Rhodes said that he intends to sue
Life Magazine for libel because of an article
published last May 2. He said he would fight the
magazine all the way to the Supreme Court if

necessary, and would follow through on the suit no
matter what happened in his May S primary race
for the U.S. Senate. The Life article was entitled,
"The Governor and the Mobster."

Campus reaction to the BG News'
"good teaching" story yesterday was
wide-spread.
Many students submitted letters and
columns to the paper; three students
discussed a campus strike to extend
through third quarter; handbills calling
for a boycott of history and English
classes were being distributed, and the
dialogue in University meeting places
was heavy on the issues the story raised.
News Editor Bruce Larrick said the
story has generated the largest response
he has seen since he has been editor.
"The boycott handbills are unfortunate because it seems the students
haven't read the article closely enough to
understand the issues involved," Larrick
said.
"The action and reaction this issue
has generated thus far is encouragingand good. Students should remember to
fill out course evaluation forms when
they register next week."
Larrick felt concrete action will
depend on a consensus of student opinion
about their courses and professors.

Thatch bill draws controversy
By Damon Beck
Greg Thatch, president of student
body, yesterday released a proposed
anmendment to the Student Body Constitution placing the disputed Student
Affairs Council within the framework of
the Student Body.
A controversy has developed between
Thatch and Dr. James G. Bond, vice
president of student affairs, who has

proposed the council operate under the
Office of the President.
"If it is not included within the
framework of the constitution I will not
serve on it, and I will not appoint any
students to serve on it," Thatch said.
"If we don't have it in the constitution," he said at last Thursday's
informal Student Council, "it will have
nothing substantial to hold on to."
"I think that's unfortunate," Dr. Bond

Nixon proposes plans
to better environment
WASHINGTON (AP)-In his fifth
major environmental action since the
start of the year, President Nixon asked
Congress yesterday to give his administration new power, jurisdiction and
money to improve the quality of life in
the United States.
In a special message, Nixon proposed
a $4 billion program for municipal waste
treatment to improve water quality,
backed by stricter clean-up standards
and enforcement powers.
To fight air pollution, Nixon proposed
authority for the Department of Health,

Nr., pholo. by Phil Hail*

News' in-depth

Rhodes vows fight
against crime rise
COLUMBUS (AP)-Gov. James A.
Rhodes yesterday promised a crackdown
on crime in fringe areas around statesupported college campuses.
"We are not going to tolerate illegal
activity in and around our statesupported universities. We're serving
notice now that there will be concerted
crackdowns on and near state-supported
universities," he said in a news conference.
Forty-one campus security officers,
city police, sheriffs and highway
patrolmen attended the conference.
Rhodes said crime in the vicinities of
universities has grown about 500 per cent
in the last two or three years.
He contended it was masterminded by

Joseph Scott

Education and Welfare to regulate the
composition of vehicle fuels, and ordered
a 5-year research program to develop a
pollution-free automobile.
At the same time, the Health,
Education and Welfare Department
issued proposed new standards to control
vehicle pollution emissions, applying to
1973 and 1975 models. These are years
when major model changes are due.
Nixon sought nationwide federal
enforcement powers against both air and
water pollution, to be armed with the
threat of court-imposee fines of $10,000 a

day against violators.
The President took no direct action
against solid wastes-trash-but ordered
research to reclaim and re-use materials
from discarded products, or at least to
find ways of disposing of waste materials
more easily.
He singled out junk automobiles as
one of the major solid waste problems
and directed his new Environmental
Quality Council to find ways' or
promoting their prompt scrapping, so
they would not clutter up the landscape.

said. "I think we can work together on it.
I don't want to see the concept harmed."
Thatch's amendment plans for
membership on the council include the
four Student Council executive officers,
and three students who are not members
of Student Council to be selected by the
President of the University from five
nominated by Student Council.
In addition to the seven undergraduate students two graduate
students, including the Chairman of the
Graduate Student Senate, will be included on the proposed council.
Other members Included in the
Thatch proposal would be one Faculty
Senate member, two faculty members
not eligible for Faculty Senate, the dean
of students, and the associate deans in
charge of residential programs and
standards and procedures.
The vice president of student affairs
would serve as chairman of the council
or, In his absence, the student body
president. The Secretary of the student
body would serve as secretary in a nonvoting capacity.
The difference in structure between
the Thatch amendment and Dr. Bond's
proposal is minor in terms of
representation.
Thatch's amendment contains an
additional undergraduate and graduate
student but the major difference seems
to be the power base.

"I'm not the least bit interested in
getting into a power battle with Greg
Thatch"," Dr. Bond said.
"I brought the idea up last year with
the President's Advisory Council and it
never got off the ground. They asked me
to develop a proposal and I presented it to
them," he said.
"They're (Student Council) trying to
use the council to strengthen themselves," Dr. Bond said.
"I don't want it to be an agent of any
particular group in the University. I want
it to have a universal view. This is why
we've structured it this way," he said.
Thatch is concerned that someday the
Student Affairs Council could overpower
Student Council.
"We have to strengthen Student
Council now," he said. "The Student
Affairs Council would weaken the
students role. Student Council is still the
ultimate authority in student views,"
Thatch said.
The Faculty Senate Executive Council
has passed a recommendation based on
Thatch's proposal that the Student Affairs Council be put in the Student Body
Constitution.
The Student Council and the Senate
Executive Council have been instructed
to report back to the President's Advisory Council at the end of the month on
the proposed council and present their
views.
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an emergency
We feel some important points were brought out in our
front page articles yesterday. Teaching here appears of
importance to an instructor's worth. Now, let's do
something about It.
To us, such a circumstance seems an emergency
consideration. What does it seem to the students, to the
faculty and to the administration?
We would urge Faculty Senate, AAUP the President's
Advisory Council and Student Council to consider seriously
the multiple questions that yesterday's front page News
article raised.
We hope that particular consideration be given to the
Faculty Charter with relation to its emphasis on an
educator's scholarly achievements.
We would ask that the University's tenure policy be
explored, evaluated and further explained. Is it what this
University honestly feels is objective, fair and responsive
to today's education picture?
Open hearings should be held by Student Council to
which our ranking faculty and administrative members
can be invited to expound their philosophies and bring
their viewpoints home to us all.
A start has been made. We all have to work to find an
answer.

set example
America has stood out from the general run of nations
for a number of reasons- its democratic institutions,
cultural heterogenity, vast wealth and abundant resources
among them.
But the U.S. has gained a new notoriety in the eyes of at
least one foreign observer. Britain's Prince Philip, while
opening the Council of Europe's conference on conservation, commented that our own Lake Erie is one of the
world's most dramatic examples of the effects of pollution
on landlocked seas.
"If anyone falls into it they don't drown, they just
decay," he remarked.

no end in sight
Secretary of Defense AAelvin Laird has left for Vietnam
to check the prospects for further American troop withdrawals. We hope he sees the way clear for our further
detachment from a war that is a costly mistake.
A better idea has come from the Democrat's National
Policy Council, which has called for "a firm and
unequivocal commitment" to withdraw all U.S. forces
from Vietnam.
This is the kind of government commitment the people
want.
President Nixon's Vietnamization plan to turn the war
gradually over to the South Vietnamese has drawn fire
from those saying it won't work.
Due to the basically weak condition of South Vietnam,
there is every likelihood that Vietnamization willnotwork.
Not unless the U.S. Is willing to commit huge sums of
money and men for an indefinite length of time does the
program have much chance of success.
The American people are once again being conned.
They have been led to believe, not for the first time, that
the U.S. is finally bringing its role in the war to a close. But
without a change In the present policies, the "end of the
tunnel" is a long way off.
Equally in the distant future seems to be the time when
the American people are fed up enough with the war to
demand a complete commitment to withdraw from
Vietnam and settle for nothing less.
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class registration needs priority in budget
By Dan War field
Student Column
Every quarter for one week students
pass through the door to the ballroom at a
rate of about 2400 a day. Registration for
classes is a tedious chore for everyone
involved, and a principal complaint of
students.
Waiting in the long Education line
only to find that the courses you wanted
are closed is Just no fun at all.
Glenn Van Wormer, University
Registrar, is well aware of the problems
involved, but there is little that can be
done as long as so many pieces of paper
must pass through so many human
hands. Many extra people are hired for
registration week at the end of the
quarter and for two days at the beginning
(to handle drop-add situations).
But the sheer numbers of students and
the complexity of sectioning foreclose the
possibility of making the process much
easier within the basic structure of
registration as it now stands.
Final Solution
The final solution lies in a more
radical change than just adding personnel during registration week. Computerized registration, says Mr. Van
Wormer, "is definitely coming if we want
to be efficient in our Job."
The Registrar's Office would like to
move toward computer assisted
registration, which might eliminate
many of tlie problems of scheduling and
schedule changes. I guess it would be at
least a year away."
The BGSU computer Is already being
used to some extent, but the registrar's
office doesn't have enough information
until the quarterly grand march through
the ballroom is over to finalize sectioning
of courses, which wastes money and
increases the number of returnees to the
ballroom with drop-add slips In their
hands.
Much of this problem could be
eliminated next quarter. Every student
receives a mark sense sheet and is
requested to return It with his course
preferences for the upcoming session.
And if every student returned them,
scheduling and sectioning of courses
could be carried out on the computer on
the basis of student wishes instead of
educated guess in the registrar's office.
The return rate of the course-request
form last quarter was about 30 per cent,
according to Mr. Van Wormer, which is
just not enough to use.
The great silent majority who use
these forms for paper airplanes or
scratch paper seem not to realize that it
is students who are paying for this service and students who would benefit from
it if it were used.
And they should have the good graces,
until they change their behavior, not to
bitch about closed sections or courses
that didn't fill enough to be held.
Computerization
The eventual complete computerization of registration is being held
up by bureaucratic inertia and the time
(and therefore money) required for
-implementation.

lef's hear from yov
The BU News welcomes all letters to
the editor and your opinion columns.
Due to our desire to bring you the
largest cross-sectloa of views and
opinions, however, we ask that letters be
no more than 3O0 words, typewritten, and
columns be a m^thmim of four
typewritten pages, triple-spared.
We maintain the right to edit all
materials which exceed those limits, and
to edit with respect to the laws of libel
and good taste.
All letters and columns submitted to
The News become the property of The
News and cannot be returned.
Materials should be addressed to The
BG News, Editorial Editor, IK
University Hall

KEEP TALKING --TELL ME AGAIN ABOUT HOW I MAKE THE GREAT COMEIACK!"

To make the change in the near future
would almost certainly require hiring
outside personnel to work out a program
forthe computer that fits the situation at
BG.
After the initial expense, Mr. Van
Wormer said, there would be little or no
increase in the basic cost
of
registration, and the computer now
leased by the university has sufficient
storage to handle the job.

Committee Study
Two committees are currently
studying the problem. One an offshoot of
Academic Council chaired by Stuart
Givens, Chairman of the History
Department, had its first meeting last
week.
Mr. Van Wormer expressed confidence that this committee would be
significant in overcoming inertia and
speeding up implementation. There is

also a student council committee which is
supposed to be looking into something
about registration.
Mr. Van Wormer held up the
possibility of students perhaps being able
to even select the sections they desire
and get them without going farther than
their mailbox to do it. This is the kind of
administrative attitude that ought to
prevail throughout the university, and it
certainly deserves a high priority in the
budget for the upcoming fiscal year.

-our man.Hoppe

happy days are here again
By Arthur Hoppe
National Columnist
Now that Mr. Nixon has produced his
first budget, the experts are analyzing
his economic policies. And it's becoming
increasingly clear that he's embarked on
a bold and courageous course to cure the
Nation's ills.
In one fell swoop, Mr. Nixon hopes to
lick the worries that most plague the
average American - high prices, high
(axes, pollution overpopulation, the
draft, urban sprawl and the weird conduct of our young.
It should be obvious to all by now that
the President has brilliantly conceived
and is daringly pushing forward the only
possible solution to all these problems:
another depression.
No one is happier with this turn of
events that that little band of militant dogooders called "The League to Bring
Back the Depression."
For years, the league, whose motto is
"Two Chickens in Every Garage," has
been hopelessly bucking a rising tide of
prosperity. But at a League rally the
other night, victory was in the air.
"The Depression," Chairman
Grufney Grommet told a wildly-cheering
throng of middle-aged matrons and

businessmen, "is just around the corner!"
"Yes, sir, look at the stock market,"
cried a balding banker elatedly. "Why
it's '29 all over again."
"And unemployment's up again,"
cried a portly manufacturer. "Pretty
soon I '11 be able to hang out a help wanted
sign and a hundred men will line up, hats
in hand."
"Just think," said a housewife, a
nostaligic lump in her throat, "bread for
ten cents a loaf, a first-run movie for a
quarter."
"And don't forget taxes," said an
elderly accountant. "Why in 1931 the
whole national budget was only $3.5
billion A man got to keep what he earned."
"We're overlooking the broad picture," said a sociologist. "Among the
other benefits that will accrue are the
elimination of the two-car family and a
drastic decline in the birth rate - thus
reducing smog and overpopulation by at
least an X factor."
"And no draft," said a mother excitedly. "Imagine having an Army of
only 134,000 men again - all volunteers."
"As soon as we can no longer afford
disposable bottles and throw-away

plastic containers," said an engineer,
"the garbage problem will be
eliminated."
A bearded psychologist spoke up.
"Best of all, a depression will close the
generation gap," he said. "Instead of
making revolutions, the young will be
concerned solely, as we were, with
making good."
"There's one problem a depression
won't lick," said a crotchety gentlemen
in the rear. "And that's poverty."
"Perhaps not," said chairman
Grommet with a smile. "But at least the
poor will no longer feel alone."
A motion to commend Mr. Nixon as
"the greatest President since Herbert
Hoover" caused spirited debate.
While all agreed with the sentiment,
some felt an endorsement by the League
wouldn't be favorably received by the
White House. In fact, a few argued that it
could scuttle Mr. Nixon's entire
economic program.
"Nonsense," said Chairman Grommet. "Nothing can stop an idea whose
time has come."
So the motion was adopted. The
meeting adjourned with a rousing rendition of "Happy Days Are Almost Here
Again." There wasn't a dry eye in the
house.

news Lerrers
ROTC role exaggerated
lam sitting upon the floor in the
education building waiting for a class to
begin. I just picked up the BG News and
read Charlie Cohn's letter about
abolishing the ROTC. It seemed to parrot
what I've heard for quite a while, so I
almost didn't read it. But, before I could
put it down, I noticed the terms genocide
and murder.
Mr. Cohn says that the U.S. is committing murder and genocide in South
Vietnam while others say the same about
the situation with the Negroes here in the
U.S. This overuse of the terms makes me
want to throw up all over the people who
overuse them.
If you want to really know what
genocide is, sit right down and listen to
the story about the Nazi concentration
camps before and during WWII. You
might as well get the sickness bags
ready.
Let us begin by describing the
treatment that the people in these camps
had to go through. Women were forced to
march naked through one of two gates.
One would lead to the German soldiers
and the other would lead to the

coffee house
The news that Kohl Hall is going to
provide Bowling Green's campus with
another coffeehouse, The Sanctuary, is
most welcome.
On behalf of the Crypt staff and the
United Christian Fellowship Center, I
would like to welcome them to those who
serve the college community in this
capacity.
For the past five years, the Crypt has
attempted to provide primarily a place
where students can express their own
artistry, spontaneously and informally,
without having to work up a program of
semi-professional caliber and full
evening's length, as well as a place to
discuss the problems of the campus and
of people in general.
We believe the providing of this place
is an important and much needed function at Bowling Green. We are glad to see
The Sanctuary helping to broaden
resources in this area.
Anita DeLuna
Crypt Chairman
441 Chapman

"showers". You can, till this day, see the
finger marks of defenseless women one
or two inches into the concrete. The inmates were even used for experiments to
determine the effect of certain drugs on
the human body.
What did they do with all the dead
bodies (and believe me, there were
many)? Oh, that was simple. They would
chute them down to mass graves or
cremate them in the ovens. But, this
wasn't done before the skulls were
removed, the skins torn off and other
parts of the human anatomy removed.
Pretty awful, huh? But, doesn't this
remind you of the Communists in South
Vietnam? Our being in Vietnam is for the
purpose of stopping the spread of a force
determined to take over the world by any
means necessary. They haven.'t
overlooked terror and massacre (Hue,
for example.) Although, on paper, there
are differences between Nazism and
Communism, in reality they are the
same, exact thing.
So, it all boils down to one thing. I feel
that the terms murder and genocide have
been grossly misused by those who don't
mind exaggerating. Also that our
commitment in Vietnam is necessary,
even if it is a hardship. ROTC, for
reasons well known, is a vital part of the
necessary military to stop the spread of
the Communist evil. It all ties in.
Marc H. Katz
441 Conklin

returned favor
I would like to thank Brian Steffens
for his enlightening column which appeared in the February 6 issue of The BG
News. Now I feel it is my turn to return
the favor.
Mr. Steffens seems to regard his
paying of The Service Fees to the
University as something short of outright
stealing, and because he is not receiving
any direct benefits whatsoever from
their payment (which is apparent), he
wonders why in high Heaven should he
have to pay them.
The same rationale can be used in
other, even more selfish ways. It is used
by many people who vote down tax levies
for schools, benefits for the poor such as
welfare, projects for public facilities of
an endless variety. It can be used to

justify not voting, because what good is
one little old vote anyway?
This rationale of "why should I pay
for benefits to someone else?" can be
used in an endless list of cases, and it
provides the user for easy Justification of
his selfish motives.
The fact is that even if Mr. Steffens
does not benefit directly from the various
uses of his hard-earned money, I suggest
that those who do could find similar cases
where they are not benefiting directly
from their fees; also.
I do not know where Mr. Steffens
could possibly go without using one
service or one facility that he did not pay
for directly, yet without fees or taxes
they would probably not be there.
I am not suggesting that we should all
be glad to pay fees and taxes and that we
should never question their use. But I do
feel that the rationale he uses is a
dangerous one, especially in a country
such as ours with its enormous
population and equally large social
problems.
Harry Hooker
237 Harshman B

waste of money
Certain students at Bowling Green
have wondered where their fees have
gone. I can suggest three University
projects where funds have been
judiciously appropriated:
1. A substantial payroll for the six
men who spent all day last Friday
trimming the hedges in front of
University and Hanna Halls. These
workers did not use electric trimers, but
used the old-fashioned manual trimmers.
Their "rate of projection" left much to be
desired.
2.
The newly remodeled MidAmerican room at Harshman cost an
estimated $75,000. The room is quite
beautiful. One wonders why a six-yearold building warranted such improvement when other buildings on
campus have not been touched in years.
Furthermore, why wasn't the Mid-Am
room styled in a more pleasing decor
when it was first built?
3. The $20,000 room divider in Conklin
Hall is nothing less than gross stupidity.
The divider is a glaring frampM of
misspent funds.
In summary, each project represents
a twisted set of priorities and is a
flagrant waste of money.
Thomas R. Schoen
469 S. Summit
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Psychiatric aid is available
A student with suicidal
tendencies may not be as
unusual as many students
believe, according to Dr.
Richard Duffes, psychiatric
consultant at the Student
Health Center.
Dr. Duffes said at least one
student is admitted to the
health center every two weeks
because he has seriously
threatened or attempted
suicide.
The "Journal of the
American College Health
Association" estimates 10 to
15 per cent of all college
students require professional
counseling to overcome
emotional difficulties.
In spite of the large
number of students needing
psychiatric counseling, many
are reluctant to seek
professional help, Dr. Duffes
said.
He attributes this reluctance to the fear that visits to
the psychiatrist will not be
held in strict confidence, the
amount of red tape the student
will have to go through Just to
see a doctor, and an irrational
fear about visiting a
psychiatrist in the first place.
Dr. Duffes said al! health
center files containing student
medical records are kept
separate from administrative
files. Reasons for admission to
the center are not revealed
without the student's permission, even if he has attempted suicide.
He insisted visits to the
psychiatrist are recoiucd only

N... photo b, Phil Hoi!.,

HEALTH CENTER'S addition to its medical staff is Or. Richard Duffes,
psychiatrist.

Avalanche kill's 42
in French ski camp
VAL D'ISERE, France
(AP) - Tons of fresh snow
broke like a white tidal wave
over a ski camp yesterday,
killing 42 persons and leaving
26 missing in Europe's worst
single avalanche of the century. More than 60 persons
were injured.
Loosened by up to 60-mile
winds of a wild French Alpine

buzzard, the mass of snow
Most of the dead and injumped a national highway, a jured were young people
river, crushed two garages enjoying a low-cost ski
and ripped the roof off a hotel vacation at the Union des
before crashing through the Centres de Plein Air-Union of
doors and bay windows of the Fresh Air Centers. Of the 194
camp's dining room at break- guests, many were French
fast time.
postal and railway workers.
Speed-experts said the There were about 20 Belgians
avalanche may have hit at and six West Germans staying
nearly 120 miles an hour.
at the camp's hostel.

Agnew criticizes Democrats
LINCOLN. Neb. (AP) Vice President Spiro T. Agnew
says the televised Democratic
reply to President Nixon's
State of the Union message
was "pure unadulterated
fantasy."
Agnew said the program
Sunday was devoted to
"deploring inflation, the war,
pollution and other serious
problems created or ignored
during eight years of

Democratic control of the
executive branch of government and both houses of
Congress."
He declared in a speech
Monday night to a IS&a-plate
Republican fund-raising
dinner:
"Already they are carping
that the mess hasn't been
cleared up in a year. It's
pretty hard to clean the floor
when muddy-footed opposition
congressmen keep tracking

PROJECT INTERACTION
AND
HELP A SCHOOL CHILD
PROJECT
Exciting, meaningful experience In Education
Applications and Information meeting for spring
quarter.
Tours. 8 pm. Education Bid*. Room 222.

WOULD YOU LIKE
TO START
YOUR OWN CHURCH?
WE WILL FURNISH YOU WITH A CHURCH
CHARTER AND YOU CAN START YOUR OWN
CHURCH. HEADQUARTERS OF UNIVERSAL
LIFE CHURCH WILL KEEP RECORDS OF
YOUR CHURCH AND FILE WITH THE
FEDERAL GOVERNMENT AND FURNISH
YOU A TAX- EXEMPT STATUS-ALL YOU
HAVE TO DO LS REPORT YOUR ACTIVITIES
TO HEADQUARTERS FOUR TIMES A YEAR.
ENCLOSE A FREE WILL OFFERING.

UNIVERSAL LIFE CHURCH
BOX 6575
HOLLYWOOD, FLORIDA
33021

through the kitchen, looking
for the cookie jar."
While 2,350 diners were
cheering Agnew, about 800
antiwar demonstrators, many
of them University of
Nebraska students, marched
outside the auditorium.

as visits to the health center.
No information obtained
during an interview is
available to anyone.
Dr. Duffes said he does not
even disclose information
about his patients to their
parents. He only reports the
condition of «. student if he has
been admitted to the infirmary.
Dr. Duffes considers the
stigma many students place
on seeing a psychiatrist unwarranted.
"If a student thinks his
problem is significant and he
is unable to cope with it, he
may find new possibilities for
solving it by seeing a
psychiatrist," he said.
He also said there is less
red tape involved in making
an appointment with him than
with many other doctors.
All the student is required
to do is fill out the standard
information card. If a student
says his problem is important,
he usually can see Dr. Duffes
immediately.
Anyone unable to contact
the doctor during office hours
may call him at home, 3520509. The same number may
be used to reach him during
the day.
He said next year, he will
be listed in the University
directory under psychiatric
counseling at the health
center.
Psychiatric counseling
may be obtained at no cost to
the student.

Divers hunt pieces
from downed plane
CLEVELAND, (AP) Coast Guard divers worked
yesterday to recover more
pieces of the fuselage of a TAG
Airlines plane which crashed
into Lake Erie Jan. 28. killing
all nine men aboard.
Pieces of the fuselage and
partial remains of at least one
body were brought into
Cleveland yesterday morning
by the cutter Kaw before it
returned to the crash site with
fresh divers.
A hoist aboard the cutter
Bramble was being used to
raise wreckage from some 60
feet of water, but the Coast
Guard said the fuselage of the
twin - engine DeHavilland
Dove was coming apart when
lifted.
The fuselage was located
Monday some 20 miles northwest of Cleveland, wheie the
Detroit-bound plane rammed
into a plain of ice Jan. 28.
Cause of the crash remains
undetermined.
The nine - passenger plane,
carrying
seven
Ohio
businessmen and a crew of
two, disappeared from radar

screens nine minutes after
taking off from Cleveland's
Burke Lakefront Airport.
Special sonar equipment
was used to find the fuselage
of the plane and microwave
transmitters were set up this
week atop a power plant and
apartment house along the
lake shore in Cleveland to
enable the two recovery ships
to relocate the wreckage.

AlMclofW Hr.»» Wlr«pk*t*

IN REACTION to the Supreme Court's teacher-transfer lottery, Mrs.
Jean Dorman. an instructor at an elementary school in Atlanta, 6a.,
displays this sign on her car. Her number was among those chosen in the
lottery to determine which teachers would be transferred to achieve a
court-ordered racial balance. Transfers are effective March S.

Strmssms body movement

Growth sessions form
Behavioral flexibility and
increased awareness of
oneself are the goals of the
Advanced Personal Growth
Through
Movement
Workshop, said Dr. Melvin
Foulds counseling psychologist
at the University Counseling
Center.
The workshop sessions,
held Thursdays from 7:30 to
10:30 p.m. in the Counseling
Center, attempt to induce
personal growth and learning
experience, focusing
primarily
on
body
movements.
"Everyone suffers from a
schizoid condition to various
degrees-some more intensely
than others," said Dr. Foulds.
"With this condition, the
person is out of touch with
himself, not fully aware of
inner sensations."
Comparing this condition
with a shot of novocain, Dr.
Foulds explained that the
person's
sensitivity
awareness becomes
deadened.
"He doesn't hear, see or
feel all that is about him," he
said. "He doesn't feel fully
together or whole."
"Sensations cause

movements. Anger and fear,
for example, bring about
impulses to motion-almost
like reflexes. The overcontrolled person suppresses
these movements by holding
back with other muscles. This
is antagonistic movement,"
he said.
This type of movement, Dr.
Koulds said, causes tension.
The person may not be aware
of it because of a type of selfhypnosis.- When this happens,
he doesn't have the data to be
fully human and to behave
effectively and intelligently.
The sessions, which are
conducted by Dr. Foulds, use
motion exercises designed to
elicit feelings. The person then
defines the feeling, such as
anger, differentiating it from
others.
"He then moves in
response to the feelings," he
said. "The participant learns
to move in a variety of ways."
"If a person's only means
of reacting to anger were
striking someone, he would be
in trouble," said Dr. Foulds.
Nonverbal fantasy exercises are also used in the
sessions. In these, the par-

ticipants remain silent with
closed eyes. They are then
asked to develop a fantasy
which elicits feelings.
"The participants then see
which muscles want to move
and which don't. Nondestructive movement is
encouraged," Dr. Foulds said.
The Workshop is a continuation of one which was
started last quarter.
"Anyone entering the
Workshop now would be at a
slight disadvantage," Dr.
Foulds said, "because all the
participants are experienced.
We could arrange something,
though."
There are 10 participants
presently in the program. Two
additional members could be
admitted.
"We start out with
relaxation exercises in the
beginning," said Dr. Foulds,
"to help the participants lose
their inhibitions. The progress
from week to week, though, is
amazing to watch."
"The workshop puts you in
touch with your own body and
its need to express emotions,"
said Anita M. Deluna,
sophomore (Ed.).

IF YOU HEARD
MERLE HAGGARD SINGING
"OKIE FROM MUSKOGEE"
AND HATED IT...
MATBE TBD ONLY GOT HALF THE STOHY.

CONGRATULATIONS
NEW
ALPHA
PHI
OFFICERS
President - Sheryl Ferrara
V. Pres. Standards • Janet Bowers
V. Pres. Scholarship - Myra Dlederich
V. Pres. Pledges - Tracye Van Riper
Recording Sec. • Karen Smith
Corresponding Sec. - Cheryl Suite
Treasurer - Cindy Cole
Asst. Tress. - Phyllis Jones
Rush Chairman - Sandy Well
Asst Rush Chairman - Linda Carney
Administrative Asst - Pattie Hart
Social Chairman - Jo Stauffer
House Chairman - EWe Williams
Historians - Dana Vlttur and Sac Snsel
Quarterly Correspondent - Peggy Albertson
Personal Reference Chairman • Becky Miller
Chaplain - Anne McGanghey
Guard - Wendy Williams
Marshall - Lois Corcoran
Hostess • Kathy Hoynas
Rush Counselors - Julie Scnober and Leslie
Walker
Pan Hel Rep. - Bsaaie Marcos

Merle Haggard says Ihe things he's go) to say. It's not always what you'd say;
but be speaks his mind.That's country: simple.direct,up front. Merle Haggard's music
is country. His album. "Okie from Muskogee" is a collection of Merle's biggest hits
(Workir 'Man Blues,Mama Tried...) recorded down home in Muskogoo.Oklahoma.
(You'll enjoy the "enthusiasm" of the audience.) I laggard's voice, his songs.
his music are just about the best there is.

SO WHEN
"OKIE FROM MUSKOGEE"
TURNED YOU OFF...
YOU WERE HALFWAY THERE,

LISTEN AGAIN.
Merle Haggard bring, it home on

t

record and lape
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Karate Club schedules
iourrry with thegroups
curriculum.

The University Karate
Club, under the direction of
Jack Coleman. is planning a
tournament for March 15.
The Club hopes to schedule
the event in the Grand
Ballroom, Union.
The Club, which meets
every Thursday and Sunday,
hopes to schedule the event in
the Grand Ballroom, Union.
Participants in the tournament include representatives from the University,
Toledo University and a
Korean school, said Dave
Hartmann, sophomore, (Ed.).
The club is affiliated with
the Midwest Gogu Kai Karate
Club of Toledo. It is not connected with the University,
but Coleman said he would
like to see it become part of

"At least half the
Universities in the country
have karate in their
curriculums," Coleman said.

Sckstr discssiei
Cltavar, aovia
The Toledo University
Student Union is sponsoring a
lecture by Robert Scheer
tonight at 8 p.m. in the Ingmar
Room, TU Union.
Scheer will speak in
defense of Eldridge Cleaver
and his contacts with him.
Cleaver and Scheer made a
documentary recently In
Algiers explaining Cleaver
and the Black Panther
position.

Students, need flyers for
upcoming elections?

^^

For fait sarv/cs)
com* fo

QUICKPRINT COPY CENTER
111 S Main Bowling Green Phone 352-5712

NOW tkru
Tues. Feb. 17

CLAZEL
Eve.at7:M*t:30-SAT.ASUN.

TO
DO
TODaY
FRENCH CLUB
WiU meet at 7:30 p.m. in
226 Education Bldg.
JOINT STUDENT
RECITAL
WiU be presented at 8:15
p.m. in the Recital Hall,
School of Music. Bruce Foote,
bass-baritone, and Harriet
Schaadt, organ, will perform.
PROUT BRIDAL
SERIES
Jon Klever, Klever's
Jewelers, will present a
display of diamonds from 6:30
- 8:30 p.m. in the Alumni
Room, Union.
COUNSELING
NON-VERBAL
WORKSHOP
WiU be held from 1-3 p.m.
in 320 Student Services Bldg.
SKI CLUB
WiU meet at 6 p.m. in 115
Education Bldg.
COUNSELING
CENTER
VOCATIONAL
GROWTH GROUP
WiU be held from 2-3:30
p.m. in 320 Student Services
Bldg.

MAT. AT 2:11, 4:M
INKSTONE
Today you can write
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poem or short story, type off a
fresh copy and submit it for
publication to the Inkstone
magazine. Poetry, prose, art
and photography are now
being accepted for the '69-70
issue.
Submissions should be sent
to Inkstone, English Department, 201A University Hall
The deadline for submissions is March 1.

CMaaN. 01* 4>ioa
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Break the hate habit:
love your neighbor.

©

....,....„

We have
nothing to hide.
Psblisbsd
■s psblic
service ly

AAlddkClMtYouth rVaseirWst stwtatcjiHe

of August at the Hotel Ozone"
will be presented at 9:30 p.m
WATERSAFETY
COURSE
Persons Interested In
taking the Red Cross water
safety course should see Mr.
Stubbs before registering for
the course. A pemtssslon slip
is required for registration.
Office hours are 8-10 a.m. and
2-3 p.m. Mon. Through Fri.

Tbe 16 News

CONGRATS
New
Royal Green
Actives

lATt AUGUST AT THE OZONE HOTEL

WVu™$i.afi

The Guodolorara SuAvnar Schoo1, a
Wly occredlied !*..*•(»,»¥ of Aiitono
pfOg'Ofn. will o«.- June 79 to August
I art loUlora. geog'ophv. hiWOfy. po
luxol K«e»»e». Icrnjwooe or*d iiwotvre
courser.. Tuition, . 160 boord ond room.
»I35 Wt.-eDr M"! loei. Oli.ce ot
Summer Settlor). •J*vv»x.iry of Antona.
Tucson. Arltono IS72I

43 Antlered
animal.
44 Challenge,
40 Garden tools.
48 Badgerlike
animals,
50 Shop.
52 Blemish.
53 Therefore.
54 Mast.
55 Ireland.
57 Greet
58 Commune in
Italy.
59 Coarse
grass.
02 Melancholy.

ruler.
24 Join
hastily2(i I.00W

askance.
Sliver.
Cuddle.
Vex.
Bodies of
water.
38 Garment
edge.
39 Apiece.
27
31
35
30

40Type sin-:
41 Verse.

42 One-spot
card.
43 Writing
tables.
44 Wall/ or
tango.

45 Abate.
47 Free from
curves.
49 Confines.
51 Knitting
thread.
52 Apart.
50 Fasten by
rope.
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environment," said Father
r r.iM
Wurzel. He said Antioch is an
Vl» "■
Gl A ASH Jl OFSMl HX.
attempt to create an Informal
■
ME
DA
i \L
atmosphere and a natural
Yesterday's cryptngnsm: Nine jolly Danes
i R 5 i
relationship between adults
L L .
easily font fjord.
and students.
He stressed that Antioch Is
not a clergymen's society, but accused the University of
SippltMt.t Base's orlgisal Material
a community of students "dragging its heels in
studying Christian history.
Who says young people are 6. Shady Nook Cemetery
developing a department of
Father Wurzel said the reUgion."
uncertain of their futures'" I 7
- None of the above.
University cannot endorse any
have nest year narrowed
religious structure, but a
He said the University down to 7 possibilities:
For now, I know I need
smaller group can.
definitely needs such a
submissions for this month's
"Christianity has nad an department and his attempts 1. U.S. Armed Forces.
Literary Supplement. Original
affect on history and yet it is V> establish one had been 2. CO. alternate service
poetry, fiction and art will be
not. studied at this Univer- "pigeonholed" by the ad- 3. Canada
4. Prison
accepted in 106 University
sity," said Father Wurzel. He ministration.
5. Graduate school In the East Hall, the BG News office.
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THE WIZARD OF ID

by Brant paiker and Johnny hart

~m*c~- CLaSSIFIED —«®t*-~
ft at 3S24M3.

The Bi; News
106 University Halt
I ha I 372-2710

2 roommates wanted for next
year. Winthrop Terrace.
t*7 00 a month. Call Sharon

Kales. $.40 per line per day 2
lines minimum, average of i xasm.
words per line
Deadlines ft p.m. two days Female roommate wanted.
Falcon Sq Apta 2A after 5 00
before date of publication
IV Hi; News reserves the
right to edit or reject any J bedroom house for • male
classified
advertisement students • furnlahed-near
campus phone 3&2-7M*.
placed.
Printed errors which in the
News' opinion deter from the Wanted male roommate for
value of the advertisement. spring and summer. Call 3S3will be rectified free of charge 8204 after free.
if reported in person within 41
Coed wanted Free room and
hours of publication.
board, in exchange for babysitting and light housework.
Summer and or fall quarters.
Transportation essential For
interview: S5I-5M5 before
130 reward for return of born 5 00. 8141M evenings
money-bag containing ($0*0
Apartments and rooms for
No questions JU-J7W
male students across from
Missing S mo black kitten. campus. Phone 3S2-724..
Topas eyea. No collar Call
1 male roommate naadrd for 2
3M-KU after | 2nd St ana
man apt. now and spring and
summer
quartan • Write or
Lost brown purse, 106 Hanna
Please contact owner or Wave vlatt No # Grtemiew Aptr

LOST AND FOUND

at West desk
asked.

No questions

RENTALS ■ SAIES
Dual 1212 turntable 1 >T old 2524*17

Study in
Guadalajara, Mexico

03 Comfort.
04 Eye
amorously.
05 Ordeal.
00 Ceremony.
07 Foot digits.
08 Dispatches.
09 Toboggan.
DOWN
I ('ease.

21 Bowling
alley.
23 Golf mounds.
25 Military
caps.
27 Pilfer.
28 Freedom
from war.
29 Shoe strings.
30 l-arfle stones.
32 leather
strup.
33 Parasite.
34 Ant.
17 Unpleasant.
40 Banner.
41 Artists.

22 Absolute

Students form community
to explore Christianity

Today, that is. So what
are you doing with your
time? Are you helping
another human being
toward the dignity you
want for yourself? Are
you doing anything to
overcome the hate in
this world—with love?
These 24 hours can be
a great time to be alive.
If you live right.

GO Goad.
01 Osloan.

l Brian «nd
Saratoga.
5 Lettuce tlisli.
10 Portico.
14 Dusting
Sowder.
larry
secretly.
10 Corridor.
17 Margnrinc.
18 Fibbers
19 Assam
Mlkworm.
20 Mortar and

MARCH
GRADUATES
May place cap and gown
orders at the University
GRADUATE
Bookstore in Student Services
STUDENT
Bldg. immediately. No cash is
SENATE
at
the
time
Will meet at 5 p.m. In 100 needed
measurements are taken.
Graduate Center.
Graduation
a n nouncements wiU be available
YOUNG POETS
two weeks prior to graduation.
AND WRITERS
ORGANIZATION
WEATHER
WiU meet from 7-9 p.m. in
the Faculty Lounge, Union.
The University geography
department forecasts mostly
MIDDLE
cloudy and a little colder
CLASS YOUTH
Will present the film, "The weather for today with
Virgin President" at 7:30 p.m. probably scattered snow
in 105 Hanna Hall. "The End flurries.

The
hidden
offer in
this ad
is for free
information
about
a
career
with
Federated
have
Department You
24 hours
Stores, Inc. to live.
The small
copy
will
ask you
to
write.
I iiul ..in ahoul II. IKDSI
Infiiii "1.1 in null i hill
eeawfwa
Write
I idtijiid Otpjflmcnl Mom. In. .
ll.n , I.ii Of
I n.iili'i K.Miiim .

By Irene Sekola
ACROSS

FLYTNGCLUB
WIU meet at 7 p.m. in the
Taft Room, Union.

Antloch is an ecumenical
community of nine Bowling
Green students who are
studying the different aspects
of Christian heritage.
It is a two-year program
with a different aspect of the
Christian heritage being
studied each quarter. The
students meet informally with
professors for five hours each
quarter.
Father Richard Wurzel, St.
Thomas More University
Parish and co-founder of
Antloch, said the community
had been in the planning stage
for three years.
"Campus living creates an
impersonal and unnatural

2 Lacking
color.
3 Malt
beverages.
4 Pertaining
to highlanders.
."i Choose.
6— Baba.
7 Burden.
8 Month.
9 Goes down.
Id Large
scissors*
11 Small pie.
12 Hodgepodge.
13 Winged.

PUZZLE

LM§

than

Dura-Copy copying film MK
per package • 100 copies from
each sheet guaranteed. Call
SSVMlftt (or further informa Uof,

SIMM in sates from III 0*
material new.
different.
Everything furnished. Call

Morton contemporary
Jeweler, 11IW Wooster. Open
14. 74.
WHAT IS FRATERNITY'
SAE OPEN HOUSE-WED.
FEB. 11. 1:00.

about time Pam.
Thanks Betas, for making it a
great Breakfast. The Baby
Owls

Candy: The first of the
poverty gang has made it.
Tim. Thank you for a won- Love, the Tenants
derful year May there be at
least 90 more. Love. Jan.
Jolene I Welcome to our Angel
family. Angetove Big Sis Liz
Chief: Your Little Indian
Maiden an Woodstock was John come home. All is
gnat! Now I can't wait to go forgiven. Martha.
home to your teepee! Gall.
Founders: Thanks for the
Save 10 per cent and more in great auction Saturday! The
BG
with
STUDENT Pikes.
PRIVILEGE CARD.
Sig Eps thank Chi O's for a
David: Each one believing ■■Whale" of a tune at the tea
that love never dies, watching
her tyea and hoping I'm Save on can, clothes, food,
always there . . Pam
trips
with
STUDENT
PRIVILEGE CARD
ADPi pledges say congrats to
the 1ft new actives.
Becky: Congratulations to my
little on your KD activation
Moll) Mu an: Thanks to the Your loving "big".
Sup for a (rooty lea' Well
play Thumper with you Congrats Candy, good luck to
anytime!
you and Frank. I'm rally
happy for you both' Love
Bob and Pam:
Kathl

fum. apt. avail, for 2 girls to tli. HO ea Dorothy 172-W7
1H2 wk. days.

Congratulations
aa yc-.ir
engagement. Bast Wishes,
La be

Female roommate needed 3rd
qtr. N Grove Apts Call JM1SU

Karen Lobes • Congrats to our Sig Eps. we dug your lea. the
Outstanding Royal Green Chi O pledgee
Pledge
Molly Mu an - only 2 more
Unda A Keith - Congrats on days till HOPE'
your lavaltenng. We're happy
(or you both! Sue and Steve Alpha Phi congratulates
Sandy and Mike on their
Lifini 4 Keither • Congrats on Kappa Sigma Pinning *
year lavalleriag- Rll*r a
The Alpha Sigs are HIGH for a
Elbe.
lea with the phi's!
Congratulations Candy and
Frank on year Theta CM A) and Jim - Thanks for the
lavauenng. Beat Wtabea - I.Jee packs of sugar. You're
sweet Cath L Jan.
Dickie, laimbte.« Jet

Need 2 female roommates 3rd
qtr Valentine apt Call SM-

mx

Needed: 1 or 2 girls to share
apt. for 3rd Quarter. Call 352
BMft

PERSONALS

RMM

1M Green V w Eicellent
condition Must seU now Call
BI-H7, after •:«.

S.F., I need you mere than
want you. and I want you far
all time. lam. Akaander
Twelve Trees

Needed 1 male roommate to
share apart Srd qtr Call after

WKIMMNG BANDS - Phut*

P.R.1 - Get high for 21 Feb
The R.G.!

Congrats Elaine on your Need tickets for TU. Game.
engagement • We knew you'd B4-3243
be first' Can't wait for July I!
i
■
I AIV. lauarta a Randy
Frying Spring Break4 Call
American Airlines at M447
■ •sake- Aboutyewr Bag

its

San - Ttasra. 1-7 pm.

Ooyce. Happy 21st Birthday
Your UtUe. Ken
To Barb, shoes k ballons l>
paddles L roses equal O Phi A
Love. Thanks
Bui Little
Love. Vicky
Candle. Thanks for the pizza
and congrats on your Theta
Chi lavauenng to Frank. Your
Spouse
STUDENT PRIVILEGE
CARD la money in Columbus
and Cincinnati
Sister, get psyched for fun and
frivolity From Boas Mart)

Ride needed to OSU this Fri
Feb. 13. Will share expenses
Call 372-11*1
Ride available to N.E. New
Jersey Feb. 11. 5 JO Ret Mon
t pm. contact Bob MV7.
Ride needed to champaign.
Urbana. University of Illinois
for this weekend - can leave
anytime Call 2-1M7. ask for
Mac
2wantndetoCleve. Feb. 12or
11. Call 2-42B

BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITIES
Counselors wanted for Camp
Somerset for girls and Camp
Cohboasee for boys. Require
men and women highly skilled
in camp activities at least 21
years of age preferably with
previous ramp counseling
experience
Camps are
located in the State of Maine
Positions available in all
departments Write full
details to Camp Office. 22ft
East ftTth Street, New York.
New York 10032
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Senators cite Northern segregation
WASHINGTON (AP) Senate leaders said yesterday
school segregation in the
North is as bad as in the South
but made no commitment to
support Southern-sponsored
amendments to a federal aid
to education bill. Both
Majority
Leader
Mike
Mansfield (D-Mont.) and his
GOP counterpart. Sen. Hugh
Scott of Pennsylvania, praised
a speech by Sen. Abraham A.
Ribieofi (D-Conn.) Monday
saying, "the North is guilty of
monumental hypocrisy in its

treatment of the black man."
"I think it's a good thing he
lanced this boil and brought it
to the attention of the country," Mansfield told newsmen
before the start of yesterday's
Senate session.
Scott called Ribtcoff's
speech "very courageous,"
adding "it was something of a
watershed to have a Northern
liberal siding with Southern
Democrats."
Before the Senate is an
amendment by Sen. John
Stennis (D-Miss.l and other
Southern senators to establish

Dayan's son safe
Ai»ocio*«d Prvst Wlr*ph*te

FIREMEN INVESTIGATE two smouldering busts in Denver, Colo,
which were • part of an explosion and ensuing blaze that damaged 40
Denver Public School buses. Arson was suspected in last week's fire by
lire department officials, since witnesses saw people running from the
scene shortly before the blast.

System provides data
for migrant children
The
Arkansas
State
Department of Education has
developed a data system to
enable school and health officials to follow the progress of
migrant children as they
travel with their families from
state to state.
The system will make
available background information on any migrant
child to any mainland state
within 24 hours. It is known as
the Uniform Migrant Student
Record Transfer System.
The
Arkansas
State
Department of Education
developed the system under
contract to the U.S. Office of
Education.
Arkansas,
Colorado,
Kansas, Missouri, New
Mexico, Oklahoma and Texas
will be the first slates to try it.
All 48 mainland states
eventually will be phased into
the system on a scheduled
basis.
The system was developed
because migrant children
move frequently with their
families, making it difficult to
keep
track
of
their
whereabouts, educational
levels and special needs.
Twenty states were asked
to submit data to a central
data bank to be used in

"debugging" the system in
Little Rock.
Winford Miller, data bank
director, said he expects the
system to be ready by July 1.
At that time, the seven states
will begin using the system on
a pilot basis. Other pilot states
will join the system after six
months.
Miller and his staff will
spend the next several months
correcting faults found in the
data bank and training personnel from the seven pilot
states to receive and transmit
information.
The computer bank in
Little Rock will store six
major kinds of information on
each child: specific patterns
of mobility, family, attendance, and health data,
special test scores, in-

formation on the child's
special interests, abilities,
needs, general demographic
data, and results of an
analysis of basic student data.
States have been operating
the record transfer system on
a manual basis since last
January. Migrant students
enrolled in schools with a
federally financed educational
program carried
identification forms with them
from place to place. However,
the forms were often lost.
The electronic system is
financed under Title I of the
Elementary and Secondary
Education Act. About $550,000
was set aside for fiscal 1970 to
continue the system.
More than 200,000 migrant
children across the country
take part in Title I programs.

WHAT IS A FRATERNITY?
FIND 0UTI
SAE OPEN HOUSE
Wed., Feb. 11 at 8p.m.

Grenades hit plane
MUNICH (API-Terrorists
launched a grenade attack
yesterday on passengers of an
Israeli airliner at Munich's
Relm airport. One passenger
was killed and 11 persons
wounded.
One
passenger
who
escaped injury was Assaph
Dayan, the son of Israeli
Defense Minister Moshe
Dayan. Friends in Tel Aviv
said Dayan, a 24-year-old
actor, was on his way to
London to seek a movie
contract.
Airline officials in Tel Aviv
blamed the attack on Arab
guerrillas.
Conrad Ahlers, West
German
government
spokesman in Bonn, said,
"The government regrets this
tragedy and vigorously
condemns this Arab terra ism
against the passengers of the
Israeli airline, El Al."
The grenades exploded in
an airport lounge and aboard
a bus taking passengers to a
waiting plane

Nineteen persons had
boarded the bus, which was
parked outside the airport's
transit terminal. Other
passengers were inside the
terminal.
One of the three or four
attackers threw one or two
grenades into the bus. A
firefight then broke out between the attackers and airport police.
It was not immediately
determined whether the two
injured attackers were
wounded by the explosion or
police bullets.
The Munich police chief
said the man who was killed
was a passenger bound for
London. Other sources said his
name was Katzcnstein.
Police had reported earlier
that the dead man was an
Arab killed by a grenade he
was about to throw.
Young Dayan and the other
passengers were put under
police protection following the
incident.

a freedom of choice policy for
school attendance.
Scott, who is expected to
offer a motion to table the

amendment, said he couldn't
agree with it and also expressed doubt the Senate
would accept a second Stennis

amendment to requ..'e
uniform enforcement of school
desegregation throughout the
country.

Fire destroys school
before desegregation
MABEN. Miss. (AP) Maben High School was
destroyed by fire early
yesterday, hours before it was
to reopen under court-ordered
faculty desegregation.
Oktibbeha Count) Deputy-

Sheriff Bill Harpole said the
FBI and state fire marshal
were joining him in investigating the blaze.
The school had been closed
for more than a week and

begin yesterday with the
faculty integrated on the ratio
of two Negroes to one white.
Student integration hr« been
ordered for next fall.

CONGRATS AND LOVE TO THE
NEW PHI MU ACTIVES!
Kathy llinn.
Judi Broiik
Sherry Cook
Kathre Hoynacke

Suianne Or itardt
Ruth Gusput
Connie Holden

Cathy Pratt
Donna Reed
K.laineSchl miler

OUT OF TOUCH?
READ THE BG NEWS
AND GET BACK
Mwsnnns
IHI imnmv

IN THE KNOW

HIM*

Omega Phi Alpha
National Service Sorority

RUSH
Sunday Feb. IS. General Information
8:00 p.m. Alumni Room - Union
Tuesday Feb. 17 Specific Information
7:M Third Floor Union

Happiness is
Loving

Our Teke's
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® Happy Valentine's Day
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PHIMU'SSAY

HAPPY HEART DAY
TO THEIR MEN
Ricker
Schpoogie
Neuron
Rabbit
Weiner
Banana Bard
Smacker
Brian Paul Donnelly III
Rags
Dickie J
Timothy
Doctor House
Lenny

Lee
Blinky
Jewels
E.M.
Doobie

Fred
Stephen David
Daddy
Ashley
Ronald Lee
Jerry
Kaelin
Phil
Runkle
Mac
Lit'l Joey
Creep
Hairy the Horse
Big "O"
Lenny (Warsaw's)
Huggy Bear

Rose
John
Rick

Lawrence Walter
Hawk
John J.
Jack
Mark
Dean
G.I. Jer
D.A.C.
Cowboy
Edward Brier
Rob (Pot)
Tom White
Steve
WCO
"Butch"
Danny
"Barney & Beaner"
Randy-poo
Michael Hampton

Join us
inNew\brk

Penney's New York corporate headquarters
has career openings in one of the most interesting operations in major retail merchandising. Buying. It's an exciting career. You
become involved in an ever changing industry; crammed with color, ideas, people,
places and challenges. You work with a seasoned buyer; locating and developing product sources, selecting merchandise, planning,
creating, presenting your ideas to manage-

ment and before you expect, you're management, too. With major responsibility (like
millions of dollars worth of merchandise)
and no place to go but up. And plenty room
up there. We're growing, expanding, setting
the pace in retail merchandising. The spirit
of change is everywhere. We need you! Join
us and help us keep up the pace.

J. C. Penney Co., Inc. ,_A .
College Relations 41 | K \
1301 Avenue ojthe Ameruas I y^
New York. New York 10019 L.I

Campus Interviews
FEBRUARY 18
An hiuul Opportunity Employer
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Experiments pay off

Falcons must
reset pattern
By Denny White
Assistant Sports Editor
A streak is bound to be
reversed by the outcome of the
Bowling Green - Kent State
basketball battle tonight at
Kent, 0.
The Flashes waited until
Feb. 7 to post their first win of
1970, snapping an awful 11
game losing streak, and now
boast a positive one streak.
The Falcons flourished
with the start of the new year,
winning seven of eight, until
facing their first February
contest, a forgettable experience with Miami last
Saturday, and now resume
action with a minus one
streak.
When first they met a
month ago, BG outscored KS,
71-67, which was only one of
the seven MAC defeats Kent
has taken while winning none
in Mid-American Conference
play. However, the Flashes
took Miami into overtime
before losing, came as close to
upsetting nationally ranked
Florida State as you can, and
decked Marshall in their past
three games.
"They have played a lot of
close ball games, and many of
their games have been lost in
the closing minutes," said a
convinced BG coach Bob
Conibear, yesterday.
Included in the Flashes' 414 record are victories over
Akron, Texas A&M and
Duquesne plus narrow losses
to Houston, Purdue, and Ohio
University. Despite their
impressive play at home
recently, Kent is by no means
invincible in Memorial Gym
(2-5) having lost there by 29 to
St. Bonaventure, by 26 to
Toledo, and by 14 to Miami.
"They have had their cold
nights, like we did the other
night (Saturday), and they
play well at home," said
Conibear. "Kent will play a
different type game at home,
not offensively. "They are a
good defensive ball club,
which tries to keep you out of
the middle and inside, and
they like to use a zone press
against visitors."
Describing Kent's offense.

ByVinMiuinix
Sports Writer

Conibear said, "They like to
run the "semi-shuffle" and cut
back and forth, either trying
to get the ball into (Ijury)
Wilson or I Tom I Ugodich,
who will shoot up high and
from the corners too." "They
will also look for the cutters
(guards) especially (Bruce)
Burden, who is an excellent
high percentage shooter, said
Conibear.
Burden and 1 jgodich were
key opposing players in the
first meeting, the former
sinking 11 of 16 shots and
scoring 24 points, and the
latter contributing "only" five
points. "It will be pretty
difficult to hold Idgodich to
five
again,"
conceded
Conibear.
Another mentionable
player for Kent State is
Burden's backcourt mate,
Mike Foote, who will be the
target of Bowling Green's
pressing defense as the
Flashes' ball handler, and who
can shoot, as evidenced by iiis
13 points in the first game.
From
the
Falcons'
traveling point of view,
Conibear speculated, "This is
a mid-week game, and the
current
mid-term
examinations might have a
bearing; there are a lot of
factors involved." "We may
be down after the loss, but I
think our spirits will be high
and the team will bounce
back," predicted Conibear.
"We look forward to
playing Kent, and had a good
close game up here, but we
will have to be ready," concluded Conibear. In otherwords, the tendency for BG to
play badly at Kent, year in
and year out, has been all but
forgotten in the game plan for
tonight.

Starting Lineup

Penix
McLemore
Connally
Ouayle

Walker

6-4«
6-5 f
6 6c
6-2 g
6 3g

Athletes of the week

Wins sparse for Falcons
Sparkling individual efforts marked the Falcons
sports scene this past weekend
as BG achieved a win and a tie
in hockey but absorbed losses
in basketball and swimming.
Playing an important part
in the action against Ryerson
was Rick Allen. Allen, an
alternate captain, contributed
three assists in Saturday's 7-4
victory. The weekend games
kept alive the Bowling Green

Bill
Zeeb

unbeaten streak moving it to
eight games. For the season
Allen is playing a big role for
the Falcons especially in the
late-season rush to finish at
the .500 mark. Allen is the
second leading scorer for the
year as well as the second
leading penalty getter for the

Highlighting the indoor
track weekend efforts was a
4:07.5 winning mile from Dave
Wottle at the Western
Michigan Relays.
Wottle's performance set
records for the meet in
Kalamazoo, the Western
fieldhouse and for Bowling
Green.
"This win puts Dave and
Bowling Green in the
limelight," coach Mel Brodt
pointed out, "which is what
we'd been hoping for. He's
qualified for the NCAA's in
Detroit, March 13 and 14."

Falcons.
Co-Captain Bill Zeeb again
led the way for the swimmers
capturing first in the 200 and
500 yard freestyles and also
helped the 400 yard freestyle
team to victory.
For the basketball team
Jim Penix led the offensive
way while Bob Quayle performed the defensive tasks on
Miami's Mike Wren
Penix moved to the top as
the Kalcons leading scorer
with a 26 point performance
including 10 of 20 from the
field and six of eight from the
free throw line. Penix has
been over 20 points the last six
games and is now averaging
17.3 points a game. He is
hitting over 50 per cent from
the field for the year and is
making 82 per cent of his shots
from the foul line.
Quayle held the little
Miami playmaker (Wren) to
10 points including three of
nine from the floor and four of
six from the charity stripe.
Quayle also helped the BG
offensive game with 18 points.
11 of those points came in the
first half.

Read
The BG NEWS
AND MAKE TIME FLY

Despite Bowling Green's
university
status,
the
changing of divisions was in
an attempt to give certain
runners the chance for
competitive exposure in a
class in which they will be able
to compete.
"We're trying to bring the
guys along by getting them in
competition with runners that
are Just as good," said Brodt.
"We wouldn't be really accomplishing anything
throwing them in against subnine minute men."
The rest of the Falcons who
placed at Western included
Eddie Watkins with a 6.S
clocking in the 60 yard lowhurdles. In the 880 yard run
Bob McOmber shaded ternmate Rich Breeze for fifth
place in 1:59.2 while Breeze
had a 1:59.3 for sixth place.
This Saturday the track
men will be competing in the
Michigan State Relays.

MOLLY MU SEZ:

WELCOME
TO THE
BOND,
N..i photo by Kit! Babudor

SUSPENDED IN mid-air are Falcon
Dan McLemore (32) and Kent
State's Tom Lagodich (23). Lagodich, one of Kent's top two scorers was
held to five points in the first meeting between KSU and BG. The game
tonight is a "must win" for the Falcons in order to stay in competition for
the MAC title.

Baby Falcons hit road

G

It will be a two game road
trip for the BG freshmen
basketball squad beginning
today when they travel to
Kent.
The young Falcons will be
trying for their eighth straight
victory against only one
defeat. Their loss being a 11286 setback by the University of
Michigan freshmen in the
season opener.
Among their victories Is a
77-69 win over the freshmen
Flashes at BG on Jan. 14. In
that contest the young Falcons

outshot the Flashes 47-37 per
cent from the field as four BG
freshmen hit double figures.
Dalynn Badenhop remains
the team's top scorer with an
average of 18.7 points per
game. Ijat Saturday in the
Falcons 99-71 win over
Firelands, Badenhop had a
game high of 26 points.
Today's starting freshmen
lineup will be either Tom
Babik, Jeff Lessig or Al Huss
at guards, Tim Perrine, Tom
Scott, or Badenhop at forwards and Jeff Booms at
center.

PLACE YOUR ORDER
NOW
for Valentine's Day
Flowers

PLEDGI!
Terry McSorley
Sue Meyer
Chris MiUer
Kay Rodgers
Karen Sanders
Carolyn Thomas
Kim Wolfe

Chris Jackson
Phyllis Jackson
Laurie Jewert
Jeanne Keeler
Debra Koerber
PatKumse
Kathy McOermott

Sherry CahUI
Jan Crevelling
Sue Dleringer
Jan Federle
SaUy GUlesple
Heidi Helser
Pam Hosang

NICHOLS
PRE-GEORGE WASHINGTON BIRTHDAY

SALE
STARTS TODAY
Short sleeve

$1.99

dress shirts

values to $8.50

Long sleeve

$2.99

dress shirts

values to $9.00

Roses $8.00
Doz. (long stemmed)

Casual slacks

Carnations
$6.00
Doz. (good in BG Only)

Dress slacks

$3.99
values to $9.00

$4.99
values to $20.00

Sleeveless

MYLES FLOWERS

INKSTONE
WANTS YOU

WRITE
NOW.

$5.99

V-neck sweaters

regular $12.00

CORNER OF N. MAIN & CLAY
352-2002
353-2802

Graduates and undergraduates
send your poetry, prose, or
artwork to us.
Deadline March 1,1970.
Send to: INKSTONE
c
o the English Dept.
201A UH

TIME PASS SLOWLY?

"They make a division
between, say above nineminute and below nine-minute
runners in the two-mile,"
explained Brodt. "Those
under nine compete in the
university level and those
above compete in the college
category."

Coach Brodt indicated that
he hopes to lower the times of
his other distance runners in
hopes of also getting them
qualified for the championships next month.
Included among these

SPOITS

Bowling Green

runners are Steve Danforth
who ran his best two-mile yet,
winning in 9:18.2 at the
Western meet. He also placed
fourth in the mile run with a
time of 4:16.1.
Jim Ferstle is another
Falcon miler who will be
trying to improve for the
NCAA's. At Kalamazoo, he
finished sixth in the mile
(4:24.1) and also placed fifth
in the 3,000 yard steeplechase
run In 9:21.4.
At the meet the BG runners
did compete in the college
division instead of the
university division.

Select group of all weather

top coats
Nylon jackets

HALF PRICE
Regular from $35.00 to $40.00

NOW

$3.00
regular $10.00

CPO jackets

NOW

$3.00
regular $11.00

One onlyy
size
Two only
reg

« black fur coat w^w $69.95
NOW

a*2rei
SUede jacketS
reg

regular 0U.

$69.95

Antique leather double breasted

One only- ^611 C.1

COOt

she 44

$35.00
Regular $100.00

NICHOLS CLOTHIERS
109 S. Main St.
THAT DISTINCTIVE STORE
WITH THE RED FRONT

